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Hygiene Equipment 
Designed for PeopleNHS Listed Products

Bathing and Showering Equipment
listed with NHS
TR Equipment products are well established all over the world 
and TR Equipment UK Ltd, is proud to announce that its 
height adjustable bath, mobile patient lift, shower trolley and 
walking aids are now approved by the NHS. All products are 
manufactured to the highest standards within our state of the 
art manufacturing facility in Sweden.
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Hygiene Equipment 
Designed for PeopleNHS Listed Products

TR 900 Bathtub

Bath
NHS # 522461
TR art # 05192161

Combi Bath Lifts
NHS # 522456
TR art #0542020

Chair Bath Lifts
NHS # 522462
TR art #0522010

Sower Trolley
NHS # 522463 
TR art # 0522010

Bariatric Sower Trolley
NHS # Pending
TR art # 0521040

Manual Walker
NHS # 522459
TR art # 56-310

Rise & Go
NHS # 522460
TR art # 56-316

TR 9650 Mobile Patient Lifts

The TR 2000 hydraulic shower trolley with its working load 
limited of 150 kg meets all your hygiene and safety related 
needs working with assisted showering. The shower trolley 
can be used for many different purposes such as showering, 
dressing and nursing.  Its unique side mounted 
column design allows the shower trolley stretcher to 
overlap the bed for a safe and easy patient transfers.  

TR 4000  Bariatric Shower Trolley 

The TR4000 Bariatric Shower trolley has lots of space 
on the mattress area and is designed for a Working 
Load Limit of 450 kg.

Caregivers benefit using TR Equipment products by safely and conveniently 
transferring and transporting patients utilizing safe patient handling procedures.

TR 2000 Hydraulic Shower Trolley

TR900 C is a height adjustable bath with integrated 
cleaning and fitted with TMV3 thermostatic mixer for 
bath and showering.

TR 9650 height adjustable Mobile Patient Lifts with its 
working load limited of 150 kg come either as just a chair 
or as a combi lift that easily can be used either as chair or 
a stretcher, rechargeable batteries allow for easy bathing 
transfers. Bath and mobile lift together provides safe moving 
and handling for both patient caregiver. 

GATE Manual Walker

The Bure Manual Gas Walker is an ideal aid for 
getting patients up and about, the StandTall 
Walker is also a valuable rehabilitation tool.

GATE Bure Rise & Go

The Rise & Go is a cost-effective walker enhanced with a 
patented power function. Thanks to its electric power rise 
function becomes a combined stand-up, mobility and 
walking aid all in one single product.


